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Tree farm Wreath Assembly instructionstree farm Wreath
assembly instructions 

supplies:details:
To complete this fun and festive tree wreath for the holidays 
you will need the following supplies:

•Tree Farm Wreath template
•letter size paper cardstock:
 8 sheets of green
 (2 of each color for the leaf sections)
 1 brown
 1 red
•quick dry tacky glue or other adhesive
•string for hanging
•ink for distressing/adding texture if desired

This 3D Tree Farm Wreath paper template project is a great 
addition to holiday decor. Assembling time is approximately 
1 hour or less depending on skill level.

Finished size: approximately 11 1/2” x 11 1/2”

This 3D paper wreath can be assembled as in these instruc-
tions, or created freestyle as you wish by cutting only one 
(or more) of the desired leaf types. The bow and branches 
with berries are both optional as well. Enjoy creating a 
unique version!
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Tree farm Wreath Assembly instructions

Step 1: Cut all template pieces from desired cardstock. Cut 
two of each section. 

Step 3: Glue ring and attach one section of leaves.

Step 2: Assemble base by gluing and layer two circles.

Step 4: Rotate and glue the section section of the same 
leaves to the other side of the ring. Pinch and fold leaves for 
added dimension as shown.
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Step 5: Continue to add the leaf sections on half at a time 
and bending/pinching/folding leaves for added dimension.

Step 7: Add distress ink to one half of the holly leaves. Allow 
ink to dry before gluing onto the wreath.

Step 6: Adding the pine needle layer begins to fill out the 
wreath. 

Step 8: Glue holly leaves onto the wreath and pinch togeth-
er each leaf to add dimension.
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Step 9: Add twig and berry layer to the wreath. Tip, gluing 
the berries on before this layer is added is much easier than 
shown in the next step!

Step 11: Set wreath aside for the glue to dry.

Step 10: Glue on the berries onto the twig stem section. It 
might be easier to use a precision tweezers. Also, try gluing 
on the berries before the layer is added to the wreath.

Step 11: Ink edges of bow as shown.
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Step 12: Fold over one side of bow and glue to the center as 
shown.

Step 14: Glue center section to the middle of the bow as 
shown.

Step 13: Fold over the other section of the bow and glue to 
center as shown.

Step 15: Wrap around and glue to the center.
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Step 16: Glue one section of the tail of the bow to center 
back. Repeat for the other section to complete the bow.

Step 17: Glue bow to center of wreath where desired. Hang 
with string looped through the hole in the base ring in the 
back. 

Decorate for the holidays with your fun and 
festive paper wreath! Enjoy!


